
HPH 304S Little Modeller is a simple kit of perfectly free flying model.
While respecting the building process model flies also less experienced

modelers.
The model is intended for modelers from 10 years who already has experience
with gluing balsa models and have at least a basic knowledge of modeller.

The kit has been specially designed so that the model was able to cobble
together well also less experienced modeller.



We start the building process by drawing model to work mat, then we cover
with transparent foil.

It is mainly for this reason that when you glue the model parts not stick to the
plan.

For gluing model we use UHU HART.

First wing pin part no. 13 to the working surface.



Then we stick to together the first two ribs wings No.1.

Progressively glued to the no.13 part every rib wing model and lower part end of
the arc no. 11.

We pay attention to the flatness of glued ribs and let everything dry properly.



Now glue the wing trailing rail No.14 and again let it dry.

Then glue the second part of the final arc No.11.

Continuing That attach the upper wing skin firm no. 12



and leading rail wings No.15. Wing leave still pinned to the mat work and let it
dry.

Then progressively glue all uprights wings no. 10.



After drying wing "we unpins" from the pad and carefully sand the desired
shape.



End wings arc in front of the wing sand so as to copy the shape of the last rib
wings no. 9.

At the rear of the arc it sand as shown.



The lower portion of the end arc of sand into a "wedge", so that its outlet
portion rising upwardly.



After painting, the wing join in a width of 3 cm and fix it again layer coating
paper. We build the fuselage in a standard way.



Model we varnished, and flying paint the already according to your habits.


